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Introduction
I feel honored and grateful for the invitation from the editors of ESTS to comment upon Sharon Traweek’s

speech on receiving the Bernal award of 4S. I believe this award was a timely recognition of an important

scholarly e�ort that has helped us in understanding how scientific cultures are intersected by

transnational political economies as well as local articulations of gender, class and ethnicity, and of an

impressive amount of academic service work to the benefit of the broader STS community. Sharon’s article,

based on her speech when receiving the Bernal award, is rich and stimulating. It o�ers important

challenges to widespread scholarly approaches to the understanding of science and technology, drawing on

her longstanding intellectual concerns. One of these is the regime of academic disciplines, which she sees

not only as a conservative force that limits inquiry, but also as a machinery of power that bestows

epistemic authority in ways that limits the making and exchange of knowledge.

This comment pursues these ideas by addressing some aspects of the epistemic politics of the

dominant discipline-based regime of production of knowledge and the growing set of interdisciplinary

practices. My concern is to understand these practices when the norm is membership in a discipline, which

increasingly is challenged, and relating this to features of STS. How has STS navigated the issues of

disciplines and interdisciplinarity and the related epistemic politics? As I will discuss below, there are

paradoxical aspects of STS that may illuminate the doing of disciplines and interdisciplinarity but also

serve as a resource to reflect upon STS as a knowledge formation and community.

Mainly, I share Sharon’s critical views of disciplines and the making of epistemic authority and believe that

STS scholars should reflect more frequently about how the regime of disciplines shapes the field’s own

practices: how it orders the making of, assessment of, and tra�c in knowledge. What faultlines have

provided spaces for STS to grow? Are academic disciplines policed to the same degree and how does
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academic policing influence STS? Arguably, STS scholars have tended to study science with an empirical

focus on the particular; the problem area or the site that is researched, often focusing on a single

laboratory. Consequently, disciplines have mainly appeared as backstage phenomena. Their role has often

been conceptualized using cartographic metaphors concerned with boundaries and the tra�c of

knowledge taking place across them, analyzing how the mobility of knowledge is a�ected by the

boundaries and asking about barriers, transformations, and related boundary practices.

This has resulted in a host of concepts widely employed in STS, such as boundary work, boundary

objects, trading zones, boundary walking, boundary crossing, borderlands, etc. They provide an

understanding of how disciplines are upheld but also about how they may be transgressed in pursuit of

interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary making and flowing of knowledge. However, I see a need to discuss

the performativity of such cartographic metaphors and their usefulness when we study how disciplines

and interdisciplinary communities make knowledge and shape the flows of knowledge.

AreAcademicDisciplines ‘Silos’?
STS scholars do not unambiguously share a critical understanding of the disciplinary regime of knowledge

making, which contrasts to the distinctly negative descriptions often articulated by research policy

communities. They tend to see disciplines as unable to e�ectively address the complex problems that are

facing today’s societies; academic disciplines are even seen as barriers to such problem-solving. A recent

OECD report argues the need for more what they call transdisciplinary research that integrates academics

from several scientific fields with non-academic participants to co-create new knowledge (OECD 2020, p.

15). It invokes the metaphor of ‘silos’ to emphasize the problems with the specialized, fragmented and

self-contained features of disciplines, which is seen to hinder much-needed combinations of knowledge

across and beyond disciplinary boundaries (p. 29). The report claims that this inability to contribute to the

integration of knowledges is due to currently dominant research practices, with their standards for

collecting and managing data and their narrow evaluation criteria. Furthermore, it outlines a series of

policy interventions to push for more integrative research, such as economic incentives and dedicated

research programs.
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Again, same as abstract this is: main body text for an abstract is Merriweather Light, 8.5pt with 1.4 leading.

This is style: xxxxx.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut

labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut
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aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum

dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui o�cia

deserunt mollit anim id est laborum. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do

eiusmod tempor incididun

Figure 1. TIP–Select all styles in use at the start of creating a new copyedited paper by opening the styles pane and
clicking on the list at the bottom of the styles pane.
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Figure 2. TIP–How to find where your templates are stored on a mac hard drive.

CORE STYLES

Style 11: Heading 1 (core style): Merriweather Light, 12pt, 1.2 leading, centered

Heading for the Main Title of the Paper

Style 12: Heading 2.Merriweather Sans Regular, 10pt with 1.4 leading.

Subheadings–Section headings

Style 70: Header Abbreviated chapter heading and Lastname in header form page 2 onwards. Merriweather

Regular, 7.5pt, 1.2 leading. Do not worry about this copying through for the html. It is a Word only style for

headers.
LASTNAME SHORT TITLE

Style 14: Heading 4.Merriweather Sans Regular, 9pt, 1.2 leading, left aligned.

Heading4: Sub-Sections of the Paper

Style 18 Footnote Reference.Merriweather Light, 8pt, 1.2 leading, justified.
Footer citation for page 2.

Style 19: Footnote TextMerriweather Light, 8pt, 1.2 leading
Footer page numbers are on the right-hand side of the page.

Style 16: Body TextMerriweather Light, 8.5pt, 1.4 leading, justified.

New paragraph, body copy.

Style 17: Body Text 2 Merriweather Light, 8.5pt, 1.4 leading, justified, with indent. This will not copy

through in html. Do not worry about this style copying it through.

Indented follow-on paragraph of body copy. Merriweather Light, 8.5pt, 1.4 leading, justified.

Indented Paragraph of body copy.
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Style —: Body text or Body text2, plus MS Word’s buttons for bold, italics and underline in the ribbon

menu.

Body copy emphasized in bold

Body copy emphasized in italics

Body copy emphasized in underline

Merriweather Light, 8.5pt, 1.4 leading

CUSTOM STYLES

Style 4 with 8: headerAuthors and columnBreak:Merriweather Sans Light, 10pt, all upper case, 1.2 leading,

centered, with additional style 8 applied separately to each column break.
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Style 15: quote:Merriweather Light, 8 pt, 1.2 leading.
Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote
Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote Blockquote.

Style 5: imageCaption: Merriweather Light, 8pt, 1.2 leading. The table Caption is the same styling as an

imageCaption.

Figure 1. Title of image: styling is the same as a blockquote but without the indentation. (Author 2007: 77).

Style 14: sourceSans: For emDashes apply style: SourceSans, -pt, 1.4 leading, left.

2em⸺
3em⸻
Em dashes are a NON-paragraph Word style 'sourceSans' needs to be applied to the relevant words which

then converts into html:

<span class="sourceSans">Text required in source sans font</span>

The actual characters for 2em⸺ and 3em⸻ should also be used within Word as the current examples

are repeated em dashes -- and --- (the repeated dashes will not convert automatically into the correct

dashes) These websites give the character codes for most punctuation elements:

https://jkorpela.fi/dashes.html

or

https://www.toptal.com/designers/htmlarrows/punctuation/dagger/

Style⸺: TableText.Merriweather Light, 7pt, - leading, left aligned.

Use tables and adapt by using the ESTS colour palette.

Mauris eget pretium.
In commodo semper
nisl, et lacinia

Duis ut iaculis sapien.
In porttitor semper

Aenean gravida
tincidunt dolor, non
interdum lorem
elementum sed. Duis
ut iaculis sapien. In
porttitor semper
pretium.

Etiam vitae arcu
viverra leo tristique
dapibus. Aenean
gravida tincidunt

Duis ut iaculis sapien.
In porttitor semper
pretium. In commodo
semper

Etiam vitae arcu
viverra leo

Nulla quis diam
aliquam, dignissim
nisi hendrerit, rutrum
tortor. Duis
vestibulum non elit in
dapibus. Nulla turpis
nibh, tempu

Duis ut iaculis sapien.
In porttitor semper
pretium. In commodo
semper nisl, et lacinia
erat congue eget. In
molestie, massa et
egestas vulputate,
lectus augue pulvinar
ligula, quis i

Aenean gravida
tincidunt dolor, non
interdum lorem
elementum sed. Duis
ut iaculis sapien. In
porttitor semper
pretium. In commodo
semper nisl, et lacinia
erat congue eget. In
molestie, massa et
egestas vulputate,
lectus augue pulvinar
ligula, quis i

. Duis ut iaculis sapien.
In porttitor semper
pretium. In commodo
semper nisl, et lacinia
erat congue eget. In
molestie, massa et
egestas vulputate,
lectus augue pulvinar
ligula, quis i

turpis nibh, tempus ut
laoreet n

Mauris eget pretium.
In commodo semper
nisl, et lacinia

Aenean gravida
tincidunt dolor, non
interdum lorem
elementum sed. Duis
ut iaculis sapien.

Duis ut iaculis sapien.
In porttitor semper
pretium. In commodo
semper nisl, et lacinia

Etiam vitae arcu
viverra leo tristique
dapibus. Aenean
gravida tincidunt
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non interdum lorem
elementum sed. Duis
ut iaculis sapien. In
porttitor semper
pretium. In commodo
semper nisl, et lacinia
erat congue eget. In
molestie, massa

turpis nibh, tempus ut
laoreet quis, interdum
vitae elit. Mauris eget
tempus odio. Etiam
vitae arcu viverra leo
tristique dapibus.
Aenean gravida
tincidunt dolor, non
interdum lorem
elementum sed.
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Aenean gravida
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porttitor semper
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leo tristique dapibus.
Aenean gravida
tincidunt dolor, non
interdum lorem
elementum sed

TABLE CAPTION. The table Caption is the same styling as an imageCaption.

Style⸺: Lists. New Paragraph of body copy. Merriweather Light, 8.5pt, 1.4 leading, justified. Ordered,

Unordered lists work by default and feature styles to control margin and spacing. - Ordered lists that

require special numbering formats (Not 1, 2, 3) require the additional paragraph CSS styles applied

manually to the <ol> tag

Ordered list.

Lower Roman List

Lower Roman List

Lower Roman List

Upper Roman List

Upper Roman List

Upper Roman List

a. b. c. etc = LowerLatin

A. B. C. etc = UpperLatin

No bullets = None

Style 2: copyrightMeta. Footer citations on page 1. Merriweather Light, 7.5pt, 1.2 leading. For the hyperlink

follow styling and apply.
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Style 1: biblioReference. References (bibliography). New Paragraph of body copy. Merriweather Light,
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